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Executive Summary
• What the Village of Palmetto Bay wants:
• DO NO HARM Postpone any decision on this bridge until 2024
• A proper and well‐organized community outreach program to join with our neighbors in the Town
of Cutler Bay to address this concern without animosity and in recognition of our joint interests in
securing a better system for commuting in a North South Direction.
• A traffic improvement scheme where neighborhood residents preserve a quiet, pleasant and safe
place to live, with the improvement of living and environmental conditions on residential streets.
(This is the goal in most street improvement schemes. )
• To allow the currently planned and shovel ready 2040 LRTP traffic measures to be fully
implemented by 2023 before this extra bridge project is considered cost effective: BRT on south
US1 corridor (started), Street light sequencing on US1 (ready to start), 4 Round‐abouts on old
cutler ( ready to start), and many other approved works.
• The misrepresentation in CC Resolution No. R‐88‐21 to be corrected:
• 87 Ave North of canal is classified as “local, not “Arterial”
• 87th Ave South oof 168th St is classified as “major collector,” not “Arterial”
• The cost of the entire project is unknown, not $3.1M. (No documentation is available to justify this amount)

Executive Summary
• Village of Palmetto Bay concerns:
• Violation of proper Process and protocol: VPB Resolution 2021 ‐ 18
• The Resolution No. R‐88‐21 approved 2‐FEB, 2021 did not follow proper community review
and input protocols such that notice was given only 2 days prior to the DC commissioners
meeting. The Village elected officials could not attend the meeting to be heard.

• Violation of Process imposed significant disrespect for those affected: VPB
resolution 2021‐17
• The Village Council, the Village Manager and the Village residents are owed the respect of
having their voices heard on this matter, and as none were afforded the meaningful
opportunity to address this devastating decision to our community with the County’s staff or
its elected officials.

• Negatively affect the neighborhoods north of the canal : VPB Resolution 2021‐16
• It is a project that would adversely impact 1/3 of the existing neighborhoods in the Village
with drive through commuter traffic….
• Gross impact on property value: 469 homes directly affected => $28.1 Million loss in property
value to current residents.

Executive Summary
• Village of Palmetto Bay response to Bridge Advocate statements:
• Perception: Traffic is debilitating in Cutler bay and Village of Palmetto Bay
• REPLY: Agreed, however the Bridge is not a cost‐effective solution tied to a comprehensive traffic and transportation
plan. The TPO goal is to promote the SMART Plan, not build expensive, local bridges for little benefit. We are
moving forward, not looking backwards.
• Perception: Reduced commuter time calculated as 10% reduction, or 1.5 to 4 hours
• REPLY: Traffic studies make assumptions that no additional vehicles will be added to the studies traffic load.
However “INDUCED DEMAND” driven by modern traffic apps such as google and WAZE will direct new traffic
through residential streets until all roads are equally congested. Any time savings will be lost due to added cars
passing though the Village of Palmetto bay Neighborhoods
• Perception: The bridge was rejected in 2018 since commuter rail was promised, since we have no rail system, then
the bridge should be built.
• REPLY: The BRT is now approved and under construction with completion in 2023, earlier than the proposed bridge
completion. This is as effective as a rail system.
• Perception: Fire and rescue services will be improved by 23%
• REPLY: There is no substantiation of this except for a fire department representative stating this in a meeting. This
is not the formal position of the fire department nor the emergency rescue department. The village has substantial
fire and rescue access and safety and connectivity have never been an issue except as a tool to promote the bridge.
A cost / benefit assessment should be performed as is normal practice.

Executive Summary
• Growth in South Dade county has led to significant traffic congestion in all main roadways.
• A singular, $3.1 M, local bridge on 87th ave to connect 1.4 miles of isolated 87th Ave roadway is proposed by a small but highly
vocal group of supporters.
• A 2018 Traffic study projecting 2040 traffic and solutions does not include this bridge as a solution
• This bridge project has already been unanimously turned down at the 2018 TPC review
• The cost estimate of $3.1M appears very under‐estimated when compared with recent, comparable bridge + required
infrastructure projects.
• A pure traffic & congestion cost benefit analysis shows the cost is well in excess of the benefit provided: Cost ‐$3.1M, Benefit ‐
$2.7M. Reduction in quality of life for those affected is not included.
• The Bridge is not in the 2020‐2021 budget and extra money is being diverted from new building impact fees.
• The Village of Palmetto Bay strenuously objects to the building of this bridge since it conflicts with the Village charter and values.
Three resolutions ( 2021‐16,‐17, ‐18) opposing the bridge have been passed unanimously by the VPB city council. The proposed
bridge would create significant quality of life degradation for the neighborhoods it connects.
• A multitude of other traffic reduction projects are in process that will bring traffic reduction to the south dade and cutler Bay
areas and should be completed prior to re‐consideration of the benefits of this bridge project.
• Over 1500 residents have signed petitions requesting the Bridge project be canceled. This will be delivered by a citizens group to
the TPO.

Traffic assessment: WAZE application how it works!!
The Routing Algorithm
The routing algorithm is the best kept
secret of Waze. We know that it uses
historical and real time data to quickly
react to and even predict traffic
conditions in advance. The routing
algorithm prefers higher road types,
but tends to be less shy of the more
local roads than alternative systems.
As the Waze map is generally very
accurate, it is possible to rely on these
alternative routes. This is quite a
sensitive subject in regions with a suboptimal road structure or with too
many road users. In such regions Waze
tends to find better routes with streets
that aren’t always expected to receive
through traffic.

•The Waze map reflects cities as they are, not the way
someone wishes them to be. If a road is public, it will be used
within reason to help spread ‘knots’ of congestion throughout
open spaces of the grid of a city.
So Why Can’t We Just Remove A Road From Our Map?
When neighborhood bodies have asked us to remove or cease routing
through specific roads, our position has been consistent: local
government has the authority and responsibility to set driving laws and
restrictions, but Waze does not. If the local government decides on a
specific speed limit, one‐way traffic designation or new turn restriction,
our editors will update the Waze map to reflect that. If the governing
body deems the road as public and navigable, we will use it for routing
as needed for the good of everyone.
Our algorithms are neutral to the value of the real estate, the
infrastructure cost to maintain the roads or the wishes of the locals.
Waze will utilize every public road available considering variables such
as road type and current flow, and keep the city moving.
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Miniscule affect with bridge

Perceived added issues:
1. Public Transportation is too far in the future
2. Connecting 1.4 miles of 87h Ave with a bridge will fix the problems
3. Residential quality of life is not as important as the bridge
4. Old cutler road can not be improved
Perceived solution:
1. North South traffic can be improved with a bridge at 87th AVE
2. Building Impact fees can pay for the bridge
Commentary:
1. County Laws require Impact fees to be spent near the new development that is paying
them, no more than 3 miles away. The bridge is 6 miles away
2. On a macro scale the bridge is insignificant
3. 87th Ave has a 10 block gap due to US1 that prevents through traffic, rendering the
roadway a local access road.
4. The Majority of District 8 constituents would never benefit from this bridge, since its
impact is so local.
5. The bridge would service mostly South Palmetto bay and some from Cutler Bay
6. The Village of Palmetto Bay has formally stated it’s desire not to build the bridge which by
the TPO accepted in 2018
7. A small but highly vocal group continues to advocate for the bridge

Proposed Bridge
Location

SW 137th Ave

Challenges:
1. Significant growth in South end of County
2. Growth will continue
3. Most Business opportunities are North
4. Heavy traffic communing North and South
5. Turnpike, US1 Are Overloaded
6. SW 137th Ave nearing completion through to US1 & turnpike
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Current North/South traffic pattern
NOTE 2:

Commentary:

10 block gap in 87th Ave –
due to US1

1. In District 8, All North / South roadways are
interrupted by US1 diagonal route
NOTE 5:
2. County arterial roadways are not continuous due to
1.4 mile of 87th
US1
Ave –
3. Significant Access to the only continuous
Would be
North/South roadways of Turnpike, US1 and Old
connected via
Cutler exists today
a bridge
4. Traffic Congestion on Cutler Bay and Palmetto Bay
streets is LOCAL traffic and traffic trying to get to and To turnpike
from US1 And Old Cutler.
5. A Bridge would connect only 1.4 Miles of roadway to
the southern part of 87th Ave.
1. No improvement in primary North South travel
access
6. This 1.4 mile road is only residential access, with no
schools, business or commercial access
7. All Traffic going north of 144st must take US1, 82nd
ave, 77th ave, or Old cutler due to canal and break in
87th ave right of way

To turnpike

NOTE 7:
Significant Neighborhood
traffic bottleneck due to
canal

Current local traffic pattern

Challenges:
1. Congestion on 82nd AVE from 120th st to 168th St.
10 block gap
2. Congestion on 87th AVE – South of 168th St
in 87th Ave –
3. Unacceptable cut through traffic in Neighborhoods south of
due to US1
168st and west to 92nd Ave
4. US1 Too backed up
5. Old Cutler too backed up
Dead end of 87th
6. New traffic circles do not help

NOTE 7:
Significant Neighborhood
traffic bottleneck on 82nd
Ave due to canal

A 100% across 82 ave
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Ave

Perceived solution:
1. North South traffic can be improved with a bridge at 87th
AVE
Commentary:
1. 87th Ave ends at US1 only 1.4 miles North of the proposed
bridge in a dead end, 4 blocks from US1
2. Traffic on 82nd Ave, US1 And Old cutler will not be improved
by 87 Ave Bridge since traffic must return to these roadways
to go north
3. Local traffic on 82nd ave north will not be improved since it is
the only bridge across northern canal 100C
4. If Neighborhood Traffic on 168st is unacceptable , then so
also should Neighborhood traffic in the North caused by a
bridge be unacceptable

Significant
Neighborhood
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History
• VPB incorporated in 2002
• 2003 Widening of 87th Ave south of 168ths st was rejected by TPO
• 2016 adding bridges to 87th and 77th ave were rejected TPO
• 2018 TPO 2040 traffic planning did not include bridges at 87th Ave
• Supported by then District 8 Elected official Daniella Cava, now Mayor

• 2020 – New District 8 commissioner appointed, not elected
• 2021 – emergency authorization used to bypass proper process and
force the bridge issue to a vote by appointed commisioner
• February 2021 – District 8 communities Cutler Bay and Palmetto bay
placed at odd and in conflict by this forced and unpopular bridge.
• March 2021 – District 8 communities being torn apart with out
commissioner leadership anywhere to be seen.

Proposed Amendment flawed in road use classification
• Miami‐Dade County Board of County Commissioners Resolution No.
R‐88‐21, pertaining to the construction of a bridge that would extend
SW 87th Avenue from SW 164th Street to SW 163rd Terrace.
• LRTP amendment form dated 17‐FEB‐2021, 87th Ave Bridge over C100
• Justification for the Amendment: The proposed connection will continue the
existing SW 87 Avenue, section line road (classified as a major collector by the
2010 Federal Functional Classification Map south of SW 168 Street) from SW
168 Street to SW 144 Street creating relief to the adjacent major corridors
such as SW 82 Avenue, SW 77 Avenue and Old Cutler Road. Road Impact Fee
District 5 funding has been identified for the project ($3,310,000).

• Referenced 2010 Federal Functional Classification Map identifies 87th
Ave North of Canal as “local” road, not “Major Collector”
• Existing road is not built to take the added load of a “major collector”
WRONG !!
th
87 Ave Classified as a
• Funding is only for a bridge, not road enhancement.
local road from 168th st
to 141st

2010 Functional Classification Validates keeping 87th Ave “As‐Is”
Dead end of 87th
Ave

87th Ave Classified as a
local road from 168th st
to 141 st

87th Ave Classified as a
major collector south of
168th St

North portion of 87th is not
built to take the increase load
of traffic since it is a local road
See pictures …

Traffic assessment & studies
• About 10 traffic studies have been performed over the past 20 years.
• Most are Outdates with the latest report being: Evaluation of Multimodal Mobility Options in South Miami‐Dade Area,
December 2016 which projects traffic and solutions out to the year 2040.
• This report: Evaluation of Multimodal Mobility Options in South Miami‐Dade Area, December 2016 was part of the TPC
review in 2018 in which the 87th ave bridge was not included since it had no impact on future south dade traffic planning
• A separate proposal for the bridge, focused on local traffic assessment ( Aug. 340, 2017) was discussed by the TPC in 2018
and it was turned down while at the same time adopting multiple traffic improvement projects.
• Many of the 2018 approved projects have not been implemented yet.
• Documents from “August 30, 2017 SW 87 Avenue Meeting with DTPW” clearly indicate that improved transit time
on Arterial roads is dependent on traffic flow through residential streets ( Drive through neighborhoods). Hence VPB
residential streets, not designed for high traffic volume, become throughways to absorb County road traffic.
• Transit savings time is minimal, between 1‐4 minutes, with the bridge if VPB residential street cut through traffic is
included in the analysis.
• Transit times will not improve if the traffic was restricted to County Arterial roads 82nd Ave, 144th St, 52nd St, and
168 st, including 87th Ave.
• Physical barriers create funneled traffic at 82nd Ave Bridge near 140 st, and 87th Ave South of 168th St. This
demonstrates that this is a local problem and not a county, or even District 8 problem.
• Any traffic solution must look at a broader range of multiple changes if meaningful traffic improvement is to be achieved.
• The 2018 TPO approved many changes. Implementation of these changes is still in progress and will not complete for
several years.

Traffic assessment
• All traffic studies done to date on this bridge assume that traffic load will not increase with an added bridge
• All traffic experts understand that more roads leads to more cars until the congestion reaches the tipping
point.
• Induced demand will flood the northern 87th ave road with added cars and trucks at all hours.
• Induced Demand: “….for every 1 percent increase in highway capacity, traffic increases 0.29 to 1.1 percent
in the long term (about five years out), and up to 0.68 percent in the short term (one or two years). One
recent study found a one‐to‐one relationship between new highway lane capacity and traffic increases.
• Modern phone applications such as WAZE and Google maps have changed the way traffic flows through
neighborhoods. Traffic studies need to be re‐worked to include that routing algorithms and impact on
traffic flows and neighborhood safety. See next slide.
• Coral Gables has had to close residential roads due to these routing applications.
• WAZE type applications over the last 8 years have driven the traffic on 82nd Ave to a maximum
• Waze will direct traffic through residential streets as if they were arterial roads. VPB will need to close
off residential streets if the bridge is built.
• Only a small percent of District 8 population will benefit from the proposed bridge. Of this small group, a
number of them live in Palmetto bay and are experiencing drive through traffic problems daily.
• The VPB government, representing the full populations is opposed to this bridge project since it is not a
solution to traffic and will increase drive though traffic in additional neighborhoods.
• A small but vocal group of locally affected residents are advocating for this bridge with out consideration of
true county needs, cost of the project, or the impact on the community.

Traffic assessment
• The Village pedestrian‐cycling master plan used a Florida DOT formula to rate the suitability of streets for
walking‐cycling. Suitability declines with the increased traffic volume and speed caused by cut‐thru traffic.
We urge you to call for a study documenting how each of the 92 projects would affect walking‐cycling
suitability using the DOT formula.
• While the residents would welcome anything that reduces congestion on their main roads, they were deeply
concerned by the prospect of increased cut‐through traffic on the streets where their families live. Many
purchased their homes in large part because they were situated on quiet, safe neighborhood streets. Each
may have paid up to 20% more for these benefits.
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Financials
• The affected neighborhood stands to loos $28 M in property value due to added congestion and commuter traffic driving
through the neighborhoods
• We believe that the bridge cost is significantly under‐stated to make the project appear attractive and that much of the required
and necessary site work and utility re‐locations are not accounted for in this pricing. Bridge cost estimates have not been made
public.
• A recent Cost to benefit analysis based on commuting times only demonstrated the value of this bridge at $2.7M, which is below
the bridge estimated cost.
• Final cost for the bridge will be well in excess of the stated $3.1M based on actual costs from recent, similar projects.
•

The recently passed Resolution No. R‐88‐21, has the below funding defined:
• APPROPRIATING $3,100,000.00 IN UNENCUMBERED ROAD IMPACT FEE FUNDS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY CARRYOVER FUNDS, FROM THE FISCAL YEAR
2020‐2021 COUNTYWIDE GENERAL FUND BUDGET FOR THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE BRIDGE PROJECT; AND FURTHER DIRECTING THE COUNTY MAYOR
OR COUNTY MAYOR’S DESIGNEE, SHOULD ADDITIONAL FUNDS BE NECESSARY, TO IDENTIFY AND APPROPRIATE, IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 2‐1796 OF THE
COUNTY CODE, LEGALLY AVAILABLE FUNDS FROM THE FISCAL YEAR 2020‐2021 COUNTY BUDGET FOR THE BRIDGE PROJECT, AND TO INCLUDE THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF SAID BRIDGE PROJECT, AS NECESSARY, IN THE MAYOR’S PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2021‐2022

• Much of the funding proposed is utilizing excess funds from multiple budgets with the following concerns based on the language
of the resolution:
•
•
•
•
•

The stated $3.1M cost for the bridge has not been made public. Proposed full scope of project and cost assumptions are not known. The accuracy of this cost is
not clear.
“….SHOULD ADDITIONAL FUNDS BE NECESSARY,..” : Clearly an indication that the total cost is unknown and could be substantially higher
“….UNENCUMBERED ROAD IMPACT FEE FUNDS..” : Impact fees are required to be used to address traffic improvements near the development that has paid these
fees. The proposed bridge is in a long‐established region of District 8, and far from the new building that pays impact fees.
“…CARRYOVER FUNDS, FROM THE FISCAL YEAR 2020‐2021 COUNTYWIDE GENERAL FUND BUDGET..” : This bridge was not in the 2020‐2021 budget and pandemic
impact to the planned revenue stream has been significant. High cost of $3.1M and potential for overruns for a very local impact project renders this project high
on the list for budget cuts.
“..IN THE MAYOR’S PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2021‐2022..” : Current economic conditions due to the pandemic will require only the most important
projects and spending to be approved. Moving this local bridge project into the budget is a waste of effort.

Financials – $28.1 Million loss of property value
• $28.1 Million reduction in Property values due to bridge.
• 128 homes are located on 87th Ave, north of 168th st.
• 341 homes are located on primary cut‐through streets in the neighborhood leading to US1 and 82nd Ave
• With 469 homes directly affected by Bridge project.
• Realtors have advised, and must advise home sellers and buyers that the addition of the bridge will impact their sales price
by 10‐15%
• Current home values are conservatively $600,000 each.
• Gross impact on property value: 469 homes x 10% x $600K = $28.1 Million loss in property value to current residents.

Politics
• Former District 8 councilwoman M Cava did not support the bridge during
the 2018 TPO review and cancelation.
• New and Current District 8 councilwoman Higgens was appointed and not
elected by the District 8 populace. As such, the expectations would be that
the decisions and direction of the previous District 8 would be follows such
as completing the many projects already approved.
• It appears that the New, unelected district 8 councilwoman has been
unduly influenced by a small but highly vocal group and has made the
proposal for a very controversial and expensive bridge without due
community input and fact finding.
• The recent, hastily arranged CCC does not represent meaningful community
involvement since it was arranged after the proposal was already submitted and
voted on.

• The majority of District 8 residents will never use this bridge. With a
negative cost to benefit, and considering the controversial nature of this
bridge it would be wiser to use the monies ( if even available) for projects
that have overwhelming support in the county.

Politics
• Silver Bluff Street Closures Causes
Controversy Among Residents and
Local Officials
• "......Commissioner Joe Carollo’s
district. He says he supports the
barriers, referencing other
municipalities that have been
allowed to put them up, such as
Coral Gables..."
• “We’re glad the court ordered the City of Miami to immediately remove these unsafe
concrete barriers that were creating a hazard in the roadway and to replace them with
alternative, safer barriers…………," Miami‐Dade County Mayor Daniella Levine Cava
released said in a statement. "I am committed to working with all our cities and
residents to make improvements to improve our roads and traffic flow….”,

Politics ‐ CCC
• The Bridge proposal was hastily placed on the Feb2, 2021 County commission agenda only 2 days prior to the
meeting
• Village of Palmetto bay could not attend the meeting with such short notice and were not allowed the proper time ,
nor opportunity to voice our opinion on this matter.
• The proposal was approved by the county commission on 2‐Feb‐2021
• The Village of Palmetto bay quickly issued it’s concerns and dissatisfaction in regard to the process and the project
with Resolution 2021‐16, ‐17, and ‐18
• Upon seeing the uproar of disapproval from the community, Commissioner Higgins created a hastily arranged, and
poorly organized public comment program referred to as CCC.
• With minimal organizational support from the commissioner, the 8 members were left to figure it out. The
meetings quickly devolved into a raucous and disorderly meeting program with procedural arguing and bickering
driven by the frustrations and anger of the residents.
• Cutler bay categorically turned down a motion to discuss common ground
• The meetings were disbanded after the second meeting where significant poor decorum and removal of chairman
was forced by taking advantage of the absence of one member.

Recommendations
• The Village of Palmetto bay is about meaningful solutions tied to a better tomorrow for all. Solutions must be a
win for all, not a win for some and a loss for others. We are better than that.
• A 2017 report recommended 92 projects for reducing congestion and improving neighborhood street safety in
Palmetto Bay and other South Miami‐Dade areas. The 77th and 87th Avenue bridge projects were analyzed but
were found not to have benefits sufficient to justify
• inclusion in the 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan. The working people of the Village of Palmetto Bay who
reside near the termination points of SW 87th Avenue deserved full notice of this proposal, along with full
committee meetings.
• Currently $7.4M impact fee funded, 2021 TIP projects in Palmetto bay alone. These, non‐controversial projects
should be completed, and the improvements assessed prior to approving this bridge of such limited value, but
significant impact to our neighborhoods.
• Traffic experts have determined that a substantial portion of the SW 82nd and SW 87th Ave traffic results from
commuters seeking to bypass US1 and Old Cutler Road congestion. About half of Old Cutler Road delay is due to
traffic lights at: 67th, 136th, 152nd, and 184th. The lights will soon be replaced with roundabouts at all four
intersections. Finish the work before consideration of the 87th Ave Bridge.
• There’s a long list of other options, many of which were analyzed in the 2017 Evaluation Of Multimodal Mobility
Options In The South Miami‐Dade Area along with transportation demand management, ferry service, and others.
• Experts are urging no further action on the bridges until we see if the Old Cutler roundabouts, other road
improvements, and transit enhancements resolve the cut‐thru traffic and congestion woes of Palmetto Bay
residents.

Summary and
Recommendations
A 100% across 82 ave
Bridge

• Only adding a bridge just moves the problem North by
1.4 miles and does not address the underlying
challenges of traffic congestion
• A “bridge‐only” approach creates significant damage to
local community with drive through traffic, speeding,
left hand turns, noise and congestion
• Neighborhood Quality of life must be considered along
with traffic considerations
• See options on next slide
• Recommendations:
• Place Bridge on hold for 2 years
• Implement Option A for less than half the cost of the
bridge . COST: $1.6 Million
• Perform traffic flow studies and simulations using
modern tools and working with companies like WAZE
• Take 2 years to build support and a better plan for
Palmetto bay and the communities south
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A 100% across 82 ave
Bridge

Block Local traffic
On 68th st.

Add Round‐abouts on 82nd Ave
Add Round‐abouts on Old cutler
Improve 92nd Ave and 168 st Intersection
Address School zones on 168th St – new thinking required
Add restrictions to local traffic through 164th St
Neighborhood and neighborhood east of 87th and south of
168th.
• Improve Right hand turns onto US1

• COST: $1.6 Million
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Option B: should the bridge be built
against popular opinion, then focus
87th Ave Traffic to preserve
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•

Traffic Flow Restrictions:
• Disconnect street from 87 ave
• One way traffic
• Speed bumps
• Time restricted access
• Significant enforcement

• Perform Option A recommendations
• add restrictions to local traffic
• Bridge cost $8‐11.Mil + (Option A and local
restrictions $1.8M) = $10‐14M total cost.
• VPB incurred cost because of the bridge $3 M
+ yearly operating costs

Round‐
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Next steps
• The District 8 community must be brought back together after this
devastating blow to community tranquility.
• Find win‐win solutions for all
• Don’t break what is working

• Promote the comprehensive 2045 transit plan and what it means to
us all
• Ensure quality of life for residents is part of the equation for change.

Appendix
• Extra slides storage area….

NOTE 7:
Significant Neighborhood
traffic bottleneck on 82nd
Ave due to canal

